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ABSTRACT

A leq,shortest chain algorithnr is developc'd for finding shortest or longest chains

fronr one node to all other nodes in a cortnected netu'ork. The netu'ork is first

transfonled iptg a directed network. The algorithm constructs an ac1'clic auxiliarv

shortest (longest) chain nehvork from the directed network, using the cgncepts of

tlininrurn cgst and rentaining deglee of nodes in an attemPt to make several
"parallel" decisions at each step. The twofold decision process causes faster conver-

gence to the optimunr solrrtion than rvith a version ol the algorithnr trsing onlv the

rnininnrrr cunrulrrtive cost criteria, or rvit]r node labeling techniqr,res. The algorithnr

rvorks or.r netu'urks u'ith all cost coellicients either nonnegative or nonpositive, i.e.,

nrixed costs irre ltot allou'ed.

INTRODUCTION

Sl'rortest Chains aul Shoftest Patlr
The shortest path prolllen.r, detenrrining the slrortest route fronr one node

to all other n<ldes in a connected netra,ork, rvas first solved with a forrnal

algrrrithnr lt1, Dijkstra [2, 1, 7). Irnprovenrents have been rrrtrde to that

algorithm, and othe:r algorithrns have ltcen developed for this Prol)lertn, for

exarnplc bv Dantzig [t] in tgoo, and latcr ltv Glover, Klingnran, and Phillips

in 1984, arrd by the lattcr iruthors and Schneider in 1985 [5, 6]. However, thc

algrlrithnt o{'Dijkstra continues to ltc a popular slrortest plth algorithnr.

A shrlrtest path proltlenr in an trndirccted network can be trtrttsftlnrted to a

shgrtest chain prolllerl in a dirccterd network lty replacing each trrlgc [i,jJ,
ufiich irllows traveling into both directions with a pirir ol'nrcs (t, j) and (j. i),
which can be travcled in the dircction of the irrc orientirtitln rrnlr'. If a
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network contains some edges aud some arcs, then all the edges are replaced

by pairs of arcs correspondingly. Hence, it is sufficient to consider the

shortest chain problem only. This paper proposes a new O(n2) shortest chain

algorithm for this problern. The algorithm constructs an acyclic r:.:twork,

called H, from an original directed network, called G, using the minimum
cost rule and the concept of remaining degree of a node.

Network Concepts
Let a directed netu'ork G be represented by G:(N,A) with n nodes and

?n arcs, where N is the set of nodes and A is the set of arcs. For an arc(1,i),
node i is the tail node, and node 7 is the head node. Without any loss of
generality we assume that there are no self-loops [i.e. arcs of the form (i,l)]
in G, and that for any i, j there is at most one arc of the form (1, j) in A. If a

network contains some edges, say [], j], where the orientation of movement is

not determined, these are replaced by pairs of arcs Q,i), (j,l).
A chain from a node, say node l, to a node r in G is a sequence of nodes

and arcs of the form

l, ( l,,r),ir,(ir,ir),ir,...,t n,(t r,r),r.

All arcs in a chain fronr I to r are directed towards r, and it is possible to

move along the chain from I to r without violating the orientation of any arc.

A chain is said to be a simple chain if no node is repeated on it. A chain from

a node i baek to i, with-tu'o or more arcs in it, is called a circuit. A circuit
that is a simple chain is'called d simple circuit. Thus, a simple circuit
containing a node i can be viewed as a simple chain ftom i back to itself.

Apath from a node, say node l, to r is a sequence of nodes and arcs of the
form

I, e r,ir, er,i2,...,i,,- t, e,,,r

where for each u:I to p, e,, is either the arc (i,,-r,i,,) or (i,,i,-l), with
ir,: I, i,,: r. lt is a sequence of arcs connecting the nodes I and r, but the

arcs need not all to be directed towards r. The arcs in a path fiom I to r are

directed either towards r or towards 1, and it is not necessarily possible to

move along the path from I to r without violating the orientation of some

arcs. A special case of a path, where all arcs are directed towards r, is a

chain. A path is a simple path if no node is repeated on it. A path from a node

back to itself, that is not a self-loop, is a cycle containing that node. A simple
cycle is a cycle that is a simple path.
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' 
Adirected network (N,A), vrhere N is the sert of nodes and A is the set of

arcs, is said tg be acyelic if there are no circuits in it. An acvclic netu'ork nlil]',

however, contain c1'cles. A rvell-knorvn result in network theory sti:tes that a

network (N,A) is acyclic ill the nodes in N can be numbered in sttch a r'r'av

that for every arc (r,7)e A, i< j. Such a numbering of nodes in an acyclic

network is called an acyclic numbering of the nodes'

The proposed algorithm uses the concept of degree of a node in a

modified way. Recall that the degree of a node i, D(i), is the nurnber of arcs

and edges incident at i. The indegree of a node i, ID(i), is the number of

arcs incident at i directed into i. The outdegree of a node i, OD(i), is the

number of arcs incident at i directed out of i. Clearly, if there are only arcs

incident at a node i, then D(i): ID(i)+OD(i). The D, ID, OD are fixed

numbers determined for an original network G.

The remaining degree, RD(r), the remaining indegree, RID('), and the

remaining outdegree, ROD('), as used bv the proposed algorithm, are

defined the same way as the D(i), ID(i), and OD(t), with the difference that

they are node degree values at a network construction step or node number-

ing step of a subnetwork of G. The RD, RID, and ROD values change, and

^." 
,rpd"t"d when the network construction or node numberilg proeeeds;

see [8].

THE PROBLEM

The finding of shortest chains implies that we are minimizing the total

distance, cost, or time fiom a"n origin node to one or several destination nodes

in the network. A chain from an origin node s to a destination node f (or auv

node i) is here considered to be a shortest chain if lhe cost (or tin're) to reirch

t (or i) from s is the minimum among all the chains from s to t (or i). The

cost (or time) of an arc (l,j) is denoted bv c(l,y). The problem can be

formulated as a general linear progranl as follows:

min f tc,.;r,.;
ij

subject to

L,Q,i)-
j

if i:s,
if i # s,t,
if i:t,?'(0,r, 

: 
{;_,

x,,j:0 or r,.r: I for all (i,i) e,+.
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. The shortest chain problem can be formulated and solved as a single
commodity minimum cost flow problem using linear programming (Lp) as

given above. Here, we do not attempt to soh,e the LP directly, but develop a

fast polynomial network algorithm for it.

THE SHORTEST CHAIN ALGORITHIVI

The new algorithm constructs a shortest chain acyclic auxiliary network,
H:(V,E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of arcs, fiom an

original directed network, G:(N,A). The set V is partitioned into subsets

called levels, and denoted bv L. We have LrU Lz U L3 U ''' U Lr: y,
where L, is the last level of H. For every arc (t,j) in H, if iel, and
j eLr, then r ( p. Hence, the arcs in H are directed from a lower level to a

higher level.
Let Y be the active set of nodes considered for inclusion in V. Let Z be

the active set of arcs considered for inclusion in E. Suppose that G is a

connected network with one origin node and one destination node. If G

contains multiple origins and/or destinations, it can easily be transformed to
a network with a single origin and single destination using two artificial
nodes, called commonly a supersource and a supersink.

The shortest chain acyclic network H is constructed from G by starting
from the origin node s, scanning node s, and including arcs and nodes to H
which satisfo at least one of the two following criteria: (f) the cumulative
cost, denoted by zr, to reaclr a node,from the origin node is minimum among

nodes considered for inclusion at that stage of the network construction; (2)

the remaining indegree (RID) of a node under consideration for inclusion in
H is equal to zero. The network construction terminates when no further arcs

and nodes can be included.

Scanning of Nodes
The inclusion of arcs and nodes is carried out by scanning first the origin

node s, and then scanning other nodes during subsequent steps. Scanning of
the origin node s consists of the two parts: first, eliminating arcs (J, s) into
nodes s, and secondly, considering arcs (s, i) out of node s.

Eliminating Arcs Q,s) into Nodn s. Suppose that there exists an arc (.i, s)
incident at the source node s and directed to the node s. Omit the are (j, s)
from further consideration, and update ROD(j) and RID(s) by ROD(j):
ROD(j)-1 and RID(s): RID(s)-I. Repeat this process for all arcs inci-
dent at the source node s, and directed into the node s, until RID(s): 0.
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' Considering Arcs (s,i) out of Nodc s. Suppose that there erists an

(s,i) incident at the source node s directed out ofnode s.

(1) Include the arc (s,i) directed out ofnode s in the active set ofarcs Z.
(2) Calculate ri:'t"+ c(s,i) for the node i incident at the arc (s,i).
(3) Include the node i in the active set of nodes Y.
(4) Update RID(d) and ROD(s): RID(i):RID(d)-l and ROD(s):

ROD(s)- 1.

(5) Repeat the process for all arcs directed out of the source node until
ROD(s):0.

Scanning of a general node i consists of calculating node prices, inclucling

arcs and nodes into the acyclic network with the minimum cumulative node
price, or with RID:0. For scanning of a general node i * s, suppose that

ROD(d)+0, and that there exists at least one are (i,j) not in ZUE.
Otherwise, scanning of the node i is completed, and the node i is called a

scanned node. The work involved in scanning of the general node i * s

consists of the following:

(1) Calculate rj: Ti+ c(i,i). Three cases may occur:

1. If rr, ) rj.cunent, leave the cost at j unchanged, and omit the arc (i, j)
from further consideration.

2. If trt:rj,cunenr, leave the cost at j unchanged, include the arc (i,j)
in Z, and include the node j in Y if j € Y.

3. Suppose that there eTists an arc(p,j)eZ that was used to calculate

ry,cunent. Suppose that rr, : Ti# c(i,i) < !,cune.r. Change the cost at

j, ri..un.n, to nr * c(l, j).Include the arc (r,;) in Z; include the node
j inY if jey. Delete all such arcs (p,j)eZ, and omit them from

further consideration. RID( j): RID( j)- I and ROD(p): ROD(p)

-1.
(2) RID(j): RID(j)- I and RoD(i): RoD(t)- r.
(3) Repeat the process until ROD(d): 0.

THE ALGORITHM

Step 1: Initialization
Initially V:A, E:Q, Y:A, Z:A, r":0, Ti:@ for all ieG\s.

Calculate RID(d), ROD(d) for all I eG. Inelude s in the level L,. Scan the

node s e Lr. The level Lr is completed. Move to the construction of the

level Lr. Go to step 2.

t15
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Step 2: Construction of the level L,.
Suppose that r - I levels have been constructed so far, and all nodes

belonging to L,,, where p( r-I. are scanned. Hence, the level L,-r is

completed, and the level L,:2. Suppose that y +A. (Otherwise go to

step 3.)

lnclude nodes uith the minimum cumttlatiae cost n'. Suppose that for a

node, say k e Y, u'e have rr1 : min{rr,:i e Y}. Include the node, say k e Y,

with the minimum cumulative cost rr1 in the level L., and delete it in Y.

Include all arcs of the form ( j, l) e Z in E, and delete them in Z. Suppose

that RID(/c)*0. Hence, there exists an arc, say (g,k)eA,incident a.t I;,
directed into k. Omit the arc (g,k) from firrthel consideration, and update

RID(k) and ROD(g). Repeat the process for all such arcs until RID(k):0.
Process all nodes o where r,,: Tk: r.,;, in this manner.

lnclude nodes with RID : 0. Suppose that for a node in Y, say p € Y, we

have RID(p):0. Include 7t in L, and delete it in Y. Include all arcs of the

form (j, p)ez in E, and delete them in Z. Repeat the process for all such

nodes. Scan the nodes in the level 1,, and go to the construction of the level
Lr+l'

Steyt 3
The algorithm enters step 3 only if Y :A, and the network construction

cannot be continued. Hence, the shortest chain network H is completed.

DISCUSSION

Trrnoner'r. The computational effort required bg the shortest chain algo-
rithrn is at most Oh2).

Pnoor. When the algorithm processes the network G, arcs and nodes

are included in the acyclic network H. Each arc is considered at rnost twice.
First, the arc is included in the active set of arcs, Z, for consideration in the
shortest chain network H:(V,E). Secondly, the arc is either includetl in E,

or it is omitted from further consideration and deleted in Z. Each time an arc

is included or omitted, the RID and ROD of the nodes incident at that arc

are updated. Cumulatively the RID and ROD are updated at most m tinres,

and cumulatively the arcs are considered at most 2m times. Finding the

minimum cost node in Y requires an additional e{Ibrt of li:-,ln - i : n2, for
all nodes in Y at some point in time. Hence, the worst case computational
complexity is O(n2). T
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' The. number of decisions possible during one step of the algorithm is at

least the same as with the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm. This results in

faster expected convergence. The node with minimum cumulative cost-as
in the Dijkstra algorithm-and additionally all nodes with RID:0 are

included in the shortest chain network H at the same step of the algorithm.

The value RID : 0 for a node indicates that no further arcs are directed into

a specific node, and hence no further cost improvement at that node is

possible. The value ROD : 0 for a node indicates that the specific node has

no fu*her impact on costs on any other nodes, because no arcs are directed

out of the node at that stage of network construction.

a) Example Network Legend

c- "'{i' 
j)--+O

c(1,j) = cost of
arc (i, j)

b) Netlrolk Initlallzation- Legend

RID=2
ROD-0

Frc. l. (a) Example network with arc costs c(i, j). (b) Initialized network with RID(i) and

ROD(r).

c (1, J)
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Flc.2. Network development in phases.

EXAMPLE

Consider the directed connected network with six nodes and ten arcs
given in Figure l, as presented in [7]. The nodes are numbered from I to 6,
and the number associated with the arc is tle cost (or time) of travel from
one node to another. For example arc (1,2) has a cost c(t,Z):6. The
problem is to determine the shortest chains from the node I to all other
nodes in the network. For clarity the network construction is shown in
phases in Figure 2. Next to each phase of network construction the current

mln cost

tr= node price
Z = active set

of arcs
Y = active set

of nodes

Z-l (1,51 , (2,5) , (2,61 |y=15,6)
Add arc (2.51
Delete arc (1,5)
Y fi RID Remarks

min cost

Z:l (2,6), (5,3) , (5,6) l
Y={3,6}
Add arcs (5,3), (5,5)
Delete arcs 12, 6) , (3, 6)

I---r--113- --::i::::-
min cost

118 GARY N. WAISSI

Legend

a=6

2604 s /o
5 11 1

z={ (1' 2) , (1,5) , (1,4) }
Y={2r4r5}
Add arcs (1,21 , (L,41
Omit arcs (3,1) , (6,4)
Y 11 RID Remarks

I

L4

590
6 16 2

3130
6 L2 /o

'l=t I

L2 t3
I

L1

r=5
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active sets of nodes aud arcs, as well as the updating of the remaining

indegre'bs of nodes (RID), is shown, In the final network the shortest chains

are indicated as thick arcs. If this algorithm is compared with the Dijkstra

algorithm in this simple network, the difference is obvious in the beginning

phase: the minimum cost node, node 4 with min(zr,) i:2,4,5): rre:5, is

included, but also node 2 with RID(2): 0 is included, in the acyclic network

to level Ln. lt is expected that, as a result of this, a significant difference in

convergence speed, to the advantage of the proposed algorithm' may be

expected in large, dense networks.

SUMMARY

A new OGz) algonthm has been developed for the shortest and longest

chain problem for directed networks. A shortest path problem can be

transformed to a shortest chain problem by replacing all edges [i,jl with a

pair of arcs (f,j), (j,l). Hence, it sufices to consider the shortest chain

problem only. The algorithm works on networks with all arc cost coefficients

either c,,, >- 0 or c,,, ( 0. Mixed arc costs are not allowed. The algorithm

corrstrucls an acyclic auxiliary shortest (longest) chain network H:(V,E)
fiom an original network G: (N,A), using the concept of minimum cumula-

tive cost and the remaining degree of nodes (RID and ROD) at the same

time. This concept is used to attempt several decisions at each step. Although

these decisions are sequential in nature, they are considered parallel because

they can be made during the same step. This parallelism of the algorithm

reduces the required number bf-iteratiorls below that in traditional labeling

techniques, for example the Dijkstra algorithm.
Two tlpes of advantages of this approach have been observed: First, the

algorithm constn:cts networks instead of trees, and hence, alternative short-

est chains are generated. Secondly, decisions are based on not only the

minimum cumulative cost, but also the remaining degrees of nodes. The

algorithm appears to be an elegant demonstration tool for both the network

and graph concepts, as well as the structure and graphical presentation of the

shortest chain and shortest path problems.
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